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 Editor's note: Looking for a copier or copier for your business? If you're looking for information to help you choose the information that's right for you, use the questionnaire below to provide you with information from a variety of providers for free: It's no surprise that the trend for refillable ink cartridges is growing as you weigh the savings you can make with a
cartridge-based system. The Canon Pixma G6050 combines four ink buffers in a surprisingly compact 3-in-1 device and includes six generous ink bottles in a box. That's enough to print 18,000 pages in black and white and 7,700 in color. It has enough space to load 350 sheets of paper and can't be easily accessed via a USB or Wi-Fi cable with an intuitive
smartphone app for cloud printing and scanning. In short, it was well noted for use in a small office that needs to be issued a lot of documents and pictures. Around £300 (about $380, AU$550) the Canon Pixma G6050 looks expensive alongside other office inkjets with additional features, until you consider the six ink bottles (three black and three colour) that
come in the box. Consider this and the Canon Pixma G6050 looks like a bargain. Image credit: TechRadar (Image credit: TechRadar)Design and buildThe Canon Pixma G6050 combines its four large ink cartridges with an incredibly compact design. Clearly there's a design advantage in distancing with clumsy plastic ink cartridges, because there's room
inside for a fairly deep 250-sheet main paper tray. You can load another 100 sheets in the rear tray and here you need to switch to photo paper and envelopes. Image credit: TechRadar (image credit: Image credit: TechRadar)It's relaxing to see the actual ink levels for yourself instead of waiting for the printer to tell you that one of your cartridges is empty.
The tanks are pretty big, so you won't fill up very often. The main paper drawer also has a transparent plastic window that allows you to see at a glance how much paper there is. Unlike Canon's other Pixma printers, which are dominated by a large colour touchscreen, the new G Series features only a single-line LCD on its beleaguered control panel. It's a
disappointing step backwards, but sacrifice is necessary to obtain the ink tanks while keeping the cost low. There is no SD card slot or front USB port for the same reason. The A4 scanner bed is on top and if you don't really need the scanner, then the cheaper Pixma G5050 is essentially the same machine without the scanner. Image Credit: TechRadar
(Image Credit: Image Credit: TechRadar)Features and Specifications Type: 3-in-1 Inkjet Printer Color Functions: Printing, Scan, copyConnectivity: Ethernet, Wi-Fi, USBData storage slot: No print speed: 13 ppm (mono)Main paper tray capacity: 250 sheets Max paper size: A4Print Quality: 4800 x 1200 dpiScan 1200 x 2400 dpi Apple AirPrint: Yes Google
Cloud Print: Support yesApp: Yes, Canon PRINT Selphy Supplies included: 6 bottles (18,000 black and white pages, 7,700 colour pages)Dimensions/Weight: 403 x 369 x 195mm (HxWxD)/8.1kg Three-in-one device means you can print, scan and copy. There is no fax facility, but there are plenty of other key features. It can automatically print both sides of the
page, and can handle all paper sizes up to A4. This includes glossy photo paper, envelopes and package labels, which can all be loaded into the rear tray. There are USB and Ethernet ports in the back, and with built-in Wi-Fi, you can also connect wirelessly over the network or via Wi-Fi Direct. AirPrint, Google Cloud Print, PictBridge and Canon's cloud link
are all available for easy cloud printing. The print resolution is 4800x1200 dpi, while the scan is at 1200 x 2400 which are at fairly high resolutions and ensures strong copying functionality. The print speed cited is fairly slow at 13 images per minute in black and white and only 6 ipm in colour. So what features are missing? Well, there is no ADF (automatic
document feeder) or fax and no NFC connectivity or flash memory card slot for photographers. Unfortunately, there's not even a front USB port to print directly from a thumb drive either. It's a shame to have only four inks available too, as other Canon printers often use five or even six colors to connect an image. In this case, black ink is pigmented (rather
than color), which is great for text documents, but there is no extra black color which is better for printing images. Image credit: TechRadar (Image credit: TechRadar)Installing and operating The Canon Pixma G6050 setup involves the first fitting of two premium inkjet cartridges, which seems surprising for a seemingly cartridge-free system. However, these
two small carts do not need to be replaced. Image credit: TechRadar (Image credit: Image credit: TechRadar)When instead, you can then pour ink from the supplied bottles. Nozzle are designed so you can fill each container up without spilling a drop. However, the wrong paint could be poured into the wrong tank, so be careful. The cans are stopped with a
rubber seal, although we wouldn't recommend storing this thing on its side if you need to put it back in a box of ink in the containers. Image credit: TechRadar (image credit: TechRadar)Unlike similar Canon printers, the Pixma TS8050, for example, there is no setup wizard to help you connect to your wireless network or print test pages to check the alignment
of your print head. Canon's companion app will connect you to Wi-Fi, so you can use your smartphone to type your Wi-Fi password, but it won't give you access to your printer settings. Image credit: TechRadar (Image credit: Picture Unfortunately, the interface isn't quite intuitive compared to most modern printers and the dual-line display is restrictive. This is
a case of pezzins on the small monitor and cycling through different options using the two cursor buttons to find and change each setting.  Image credit: TechRadar (image credit: Image credit: TechRadar)When loading paper in a tray, or slide a new sheet into the rear tray, the display will ask you to choose the type of paper that is a little tedious using both
cursor buttons and on some occasions we had to turn off the machine repeatedly to force it to recognize the properly loaded paper. Image credit: TechRadar (Image credit: TechRadar)PerformanceThe Canon Pixma G6050 prints slowly, but steadily, and flips the mono pages around 13 ppm. It prints fairly quietly and text documents look particularly sharp and
bold. The black pigment ink used stands out well, giving individual characters sharp clarity up to very small dot sizes. Text pages emerge with the consistency and quality you can expect from a laser printer, although at a much slower pace. And in terms of cost-to-page, it actually works out cheaper. Color documents also show consistency and good detail.
They emerge at an even slower rate of about 6 ppm and the colours look slightly muted compared to other inkjets, but are perfectly acceptable. Photographs, however, seem a little too restrained in terms of color. You could say that as natural blacks and reds in the mirror than inkjet printers are too lively. However, the greens look a little worn and black look
quite grey. The level of detail is high and in other ways, photo prints look excellent on photo paper, they simply lack the color fidelity achieved by Canon's five- and six-color systems. Image credit: TechRadar (Image credit: Image credit: TechRadar)We only experienced one paper jam during testing and successfully printed on envelopes and stickers without a
problem. Two-sided printing is slow, but successful and is not limited to A4 paper. It can also print two-sided A5 and B5 pages. Image credit: TechRadar (Image Credit: Image Credit: TechRadar)Scanning documents to your computer is very straight ahead and the 1200 x 2400 resolution ensures it is good and sharp. Photocopic documents also seem very
faithful in terms of detail, however, there is a slight softening of the colors in the copied document. The final verdict alongside luxuries like NFC connectivity and front ports for flash memory, the Canon Pixma G6050 is well fronted with a good scanner and automatic duplex. The small display is a bit frustrating if you've become accustomed to a touchscreen
interface and this printer is by no means fast, but it prints accurately and reliably and text documents look great. Photo prints fine too, just don't Lives like how many inkjets can manage. The main advantage here then is the refillable ink tank system, which makes inkjet printing much more cartridge than ever with cartridges.  We also highlighted the best overall
score of Canon printers: 78/100Tested October 2019 Canon Pixma MG3650S can print about 6 ppm. With this printer, you can also copy and scan. There's even the option to scan straight for online cloud services, including Google Drive, OneDrive or Dropbox.£29.99Available from: argos.co.uk Silent Mark Average - This product has been scientifically
assessed to have average noise levels for this GHI expert sentencing category at just under £40, the Canon Pixma MG MG 3650S is affordable and provides impressive print quality as well as fast scanning. So, if you're looking for a budget printer that develops sharp, vivid images, it's definitely worth it to you. It worked quickly (six pages per minute) and
efficiently. However, we were disappointed with the ease with which ink was applied immediately after printing. Considering how cheap to print (7p per page), it's just a small pipe. Key SpecificationsD: 15.2 x 30.4 x 5.4 cm Weight: 5.4kg Err: Printing, copying and scanning Companies: USB, Wi-Fi, Airprint, Cloud printing and email printingUse printers: 4.5/5
Design: 3/5 Instructions: 4.5/5 Performance: 3.8/5 We like it simple to set up and use You can set up your printer for automatic printing on both sides This paper is really easy to print from your smartphone or tablet thanks to the Canon Print app, and you can print directly from a digital camera using PictBridge I didn't like not having a memory card slot or LCD
screen to print photos from the output tray doesn't always take up the pages after printing all the product information provided by the manufacturer correctly at the time of publication. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this content and similar content piano.io piano.io
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